March 13, 2020
UPDATE

Dear Adult Instructors and Students,

Staff and student safety is our utmost concern. At this moment, we are working with the California Department of Public Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Orange County Health Care Agency and the Orange County Department of Education, regarding COVID-19. As you are aware, this is a rapidly evolving situation.

After our coronavirus update on March 12, 2020, COVID-19 Update, NOCROP has decided to extend spring break from March 16 through March 27. This means there will be no classroom instruction, clinical rotations and/or externships for those weeks as the Trident Education Center will be closed. We are working with our team to reschedule classroom instruction, clinical rotations and/or externships and will notify you of those changes to ensure that hours are met for regulatory requirements.

The situation is rapidly shifting, and we are committed to keeping you informed about our actions and any changes. We will keep you informed should anything change.

If you have questions, please email Jennifer Prado at, jprado@nocrop.us. We appreciate your continued support.

Sincerely,

Dr. Theresa Giamarino
Superintendent